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Dear Parents/Carers...
It is amazing to find ourselves at
the Easter break already. Time
has flown by and we only have a
few weeks left before many of our
current year 11 and 13 students
will be completing their final
exams and preparing to move on
to pastures new. We wish them
all the best with the up coming
exams and encourage them to
make the most of the support
they have in school to get the best
possible results.
It has been a short term but tough
with the disruptions due to the
snow and what seems like the
never ending cold weather, it is
nice to see the beginnings of
spring and the opportunity for
the students to get out of the
classroom more. Despite the
weather, it has been wonderful to
see some great learning
opportunities going on with the
ever popular Zoolab coming into
school this term on both sites.
World Maths Day was hugely
popular this term with some
excellent efforts from students
across the academy and whilst
only for a few seconds we did
have three students who were
holding the first three spots in
the world! The Wendover
residential trip ran this term and
was a great success thanks to the
hard work of the staff and the
wonderful efforts of all the
students who attended. The
Prestwood residential trip is
being planned for the summer
term so watch out for more
information in the near future.
At Prestwood the theme this term
has been Community and the
students have pulled together to
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contribute to the outdoor
classroom. Unfortunately the
weather has hampered the
outdoor construction phase but
progress will continue through
the summer term as the theme
switches to Energy. We have
managed to produce some
excellent seating and art work
which will complement the
structure once finished and the
timber structure is ready to be
put together once the base is
prepared.
The reward trips at the end of
term have been packed with
students who have had high
attendance with 50% of the
students on each site earning the
chance to go on the trip. With
attendance over 90%, we
continue to push for more....
perhaps we’ll reach the day when
all the students get to go! Thank
you to all the students and
parents who supported World
Book day, even the snow couldn’t
stop it, a great effort by all and
always a good excuse for Mr
Regan to wear a dress. In the final
week of term we have had Autism
awareness week and whilst we
ran out of time to get the pictures
in the newsletter a big thank you
to Miss Fessey for all her hard
work organising the event. We
look forwards to the review of the
week next term.
Finally we would like to wish all
our parents, carers and students
a Happy Easter, enjoy the break
and we will see you in April for
more fun learning in the summer
term.
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7AP - Transition
This term we have been
learning about first aid in 7AP.
We have learnt what to do if you
see someone who needs medical
attention, what to say when you
call 999, how to put people in the
recovery position and how to
administer CPR.
I would absolutely trust any of
7AP in an emergency, they have
done a fantastic job!
We also went on a visit to the
Sky Gardens in London to
support both our art and our
lifeskills work. Before going
we looked at different types of
building and architecture and
also how to read a tube map and
navigate the tube. They were
fantastically behaved and for
some it was their first time on
the tube. 7AP certainly deserve
a well earned break!
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Catering News - Prestwood
We have a new vegetable supplier with some
organic vegetables and fruits.
We have started to include fish on the menu
again.
Friday is “FRUIT Friday” that means we
serve wider range of fruit instead of the normal mid-break
meals.
We are going to be cutting calories in our dishes using less
sugar.
Some changes that we have already made
•
Using less refined sugar in our cakes
•
Using brown sugar and natural     
sweetener
•
Using wholemeal flour instead of
white flour
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Maths - Wendover
World Maths Day
On Wednesday 7th March, all
students at CWA took part in
the global event, World Maths
Day. This involved taking part
in a number of online activities,
where they could compete
against students from other
schools as well as their own
classmates.
All students appeared to really
enjoy the tasks and became
very competitive between each
other. Even some members of
staff were getting involved in the
competition...Mr Williams!

In KS4
Year 10 - 1st place Leo Taylor, 2nd place Lucas Dixon, 3rd place
Lewis Jenkins
Year 11 - 1st place Jonjo Hunter, 2nd place Sam Hatchman, 3rd
place Harry Burgess.
Well done to all students that took part in an enjoyable and
successful event and a huge thank you to Mr Tilman for
organising the whole event.

Year 10

Prizes were awarded to the top
3 students in all years, during
assembly. The winners were...
In KS3:
Year 7 - 1st place Lusian Pitt, 2nd
place Kevin McRudden, 3rd place
Joey Blacklaw
Year 8 - 1st place Alfie Campbell,
2nd place Tom Pipe, 3rd place
Oscar Joy
Year 9 - 1st place Connor
Ridgway, 2nd place Jamie
Johnston, 3rd place Jack
Hanson.
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This term, Year 10 have focused on Geometry. We started off
the term by exploring shapes and recapping calculating area
and perimeter of 2D shapes we then moved onto compound
shapes, surface area and volume of 3D shapes and how we use
these skills in our everyday life. This half term we have moved
onto constructions and how architects, draughtsman, interior
designers and builders use mathematical tools to construct
perpendicular lines, bisect angles and other 2D shapes using only
a straight edge and compass.
Year 11
Year 11 have continued to work hard in preparation for their Level
1 Award and GCSE in mathematics. During the first half term, Year
11’s completed their second round of Mocks of the academic year.
Each student then spent some time analysing their mock results
and created a revision calendar, from which they spent a few weeks
revising areas that they needed to focus on. All year 11 students now
have a revision book for them to use at home, along with access to
Corbett maths videos. During this term we have focused our learning on probability and statistics.
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Maths
continued...						
Maths Cont’
d...

7AT News

Numeracy

This term the class have looked
at Fractions in Maths and are
starting their new topic of
Geometry and Measurements.
The class have worked
extremely hard on the topic
of Fractions and this has
been reflected in the amount
of work they have produced
and the depth in which this
topic was covered. The class
have focussed particularly on
worded problems and their
ability to extract information
needed for questions is
becoming more advanced.

STAR Maths
Every half term students complete a star maths numeracy assessments so that we can track their development in numeracy. Owen
Standen, Enrique Boza, Sam Santon, Ayo Ibikunle, Charlie Copper-Gargini, Peter Bowen, Alfie Campbell, Jamie Johnston, Joseph
Blacklaw, Levi Peters, Ammanni Eugene and Jack Buckle have all
improved their Star Maths level this half term. Well done!
Marvelous MATHEMATICIAN
All students this term have made a positive impact towards their
learning but we have a list of a few students that have really stood
out this term. Each student will receive a certificate and 10 House
Points for receiving this terms’ MM award.
Year 7- Ammanni Eugene for continued perseverance on fractions
and measures this term.
Scarlette Pepper for sharing your work with me and taking extra
maths work home.
Year 8-James Benson showing a deep understanding of measures
and converting between imperial and metric units.
Year 9- Peter Bowen for your effort throughout the geometry unit
and your triangle constructions.
Year 10- Enrique Boza and Rafiq Illiah for your outstanding bisections of perpendicular lines and angles.
Jaiden Mclaughin for demonstrating clear understanding with error
intervals
Year 11- Jonjo Hunter and Dillon Beardon for your continued effort
and determination to improve your predicted grades.

The class have made puppets
using different sewing
techniques last term and
this term in Art they are now
looking forward to our trip
to the Sky Gardens in London
for inspiration for their
Architecture project.

In PSHE this term we have
covered values of different
religions and have looked at
the shared values individually
and collectively of religions
as well as ourselves within
From the Mathematics department we would like to thank you for
society. Lifeskills has seen the
your continued support. The students have made huge strides in their students analyse different
learning this term and its fantastic to hear them wanting to share
aspects of school life that will
their experiences with me.
benefit them for the future
such as organising trips and
Enjoy the Easter holiday.
communicating effectively.
Miss Martin

7AT have had another good
term on the whole and I am
looking forward to seeing the
students after Easter!
Mr. Thompson
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Year 6 Residential Trip - Kingswood
Residential Trip – Kingswood, Kent.
On the 21st February, our Year 7 students and a few lucky teachers
set off on a residential trip to Kent. The day began with the Year 7s
completing their lessons/containing their excitement before we all
set off in the school mini-vans to Kingswood, Kent. Along the way
we stopped to have some lunch and the children were clearly very
excited. We arrived to a very cold Kent around 3pm and were all
looking forward to our stay.
After our arrival, we all settled into our rooms, where everyone
made their own beds, unpacked and had some time to settle into
our rooms. We were then taken on a tour of the site and shown
some of the exciting activities we would be taking part in during
our stay. We had some dinner and were then taken outside to the
assault course where we were split into two teams and had to
manoeuvre through each obstacle using teamwork and effective
communication. The children got more involved in the activity as
time went on and by the end, everyone was in good spirits.
The second day saw the children have some breakfast and some
free time before the activities for the day started. Over the course
of the day, both groups took part in the following activities:
Archery, Absailing, AeroBall, Teambuilding, Blindfold challenge
and the mini-Olympics in the evening.
The final day saw a rather tired looking mob rise to the freezing
conditions of the Kent countryside. Breakfast was followed by two
activities; the 3g Swing and Bushcraft. After these activities, we
all rushed onto the school mini-vans for the journey home…just in
time for taxis and back home for some much needed rest!!!
On the whole the residential trip was a fantastic experience for
the students and all were able to demonstrate at points that they
were able to communicate effectively and work as part of a team
in certain situations. These skills will be invaluable in their futures
and we hope this trip will live long in their memories…it certainly
will for all the staff involved.
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PE - Wendover

							

This term the students at Wendover have been following units in table
tennis and volleyball. This will culminate in our yearly table tennis
tournament to take place in the last week before Easter break. Last year’s
winner was Connor Ridgway, but there are plenty of challengers to his
title including Ayo Ibikunie and Lewis Jenkins. Owen Standen has made
great progress recently and in the lower school Callum K- Walsh should
be in with a chance.
Volleyball is a difficult sport to get to grips with. The skills of the dig, set
and spike are hard to control and subsequently adapted games have been
introduced. Two students who have shown great development in these
areas are Jack Buckle in year 7 and Mason Carroll in year 9.
Jonjo Hunter has been making great progress towards completing his
Sport Leaders Level 2 award. If successful this would enable him to lead
groups of youngsters without direct supervision and is a terrific award to
have on a CV. The picture attached shows him delivering a rugby session
to a group of students.
Chiltern Way attended the Watt Bike Stamina Challenge at Evreham
Sports Centre and performed fantastically against mainstream schools
with several students returning with medals. Noteable performances
were from Tom Pipe and Owen Standen who both picked up silver medals
in their categories.
The Lower School football team travelled to Egerton Rothesay to take part
in a 6 a side tournament. The team including Levi Peters, Lusian, Raph,
Callum, Peter B and Jenson performed really well to take first place.
Congratulations to all involved ! Next term the focus is on athletics and
preparation for Sports Day and Districts.
Yours in Sport
S Cristofoli
Head of PE
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DT - Prestwood						
“In Design & Technology this term pupils have been designing
outdoor community seating. Pupils first designed their benches
using SketchUp. Next they modelled their ideas using balsa wood
to test the feasibility of their designs. They are now working in
groups to construct full-scale benches to be used by the school
community.”

ITech Continued...

ITech - Prestwood
“In iTech this term pupils used
Homestyler and SketchUp to
create designs for the school’s
outdoor classroom. Once
modelled on the computer
they used a 3D printer to print
models of their designs. The
pupils learned about floor
plans and elevations and also
the amount of planning that
goes into designing a building.
These designs were taken into
consideration when the plans
for the outdoor classroom were
finalised.”
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ITech Continued...
This term in iTech year 9 students have been working with
electronic components.
The plan is to build out-door speakers that link to the
‘Community’ project. We are building a structure in the school
grounds and many subjects are contributing towards this. We
have studied how speakers are made using ‘found’ objects, copper
wire and magnets.
Students have also designed and tested ideas for speaker
enclosures that they have printed on one of our 3D printers.

Science - Prestwood
Zoolab visits Prestwood Campus
Students enjoyed a visit from a group of exotic animals this term.
Students were given the opportunity to handle a range of exotic
animals, including a corn snake and a giant snail. Zoolab briefed
students on safe handling on animals and students took part in a
workshop discussing the diet, habitat and adaptations of some of
these weird and wonderfully adapted animals. Students enjoyed
an informative day and are looking forward to Zoolab returning
next year with a new group of exotic animals.

Turning Futures Around
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Visual Arts - Wendover
Hello and welcome to the Visual Arts Department. The students
have been working very hard to create some wonderful master
pieces. Year 9 have diversified their learning by selecting an area
of interest within Art, so we have some wonderful Architectural
design, Fashion, Photography, Mixed Media Art and 3D products
based on the theme of Sweet Treats.
Year 7 have been looking at Mondrian inspired buildings and Year 8
have working on a Hundertwasser project, I cannot wait to see your
final pieces.
Year 11 are working hard towards their final assessment, keep going
guys you can do it!
Have a wonderful Easter break, you have worked really hard and I
am very proud of all of your achievements.
Mr L Beagle
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Visual Arts Continued...
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If I stare long enough
they will do my bidding…

Hmmmmm….
Which student should I
wrap around next?...

Mwahahahahahaha

Aragog is my cousin you
know!

Did I tell you about the
time I closed down a
restaurant… ?

67, 68, 69, 70,
71….
AAAAAGGGHHH… lost count!
Ok… 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6….

What happens when two snails get into a
fight?
They slug it out!...
I don’t think they liked my joke Dave…

Turning Futures Around
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DEAR - Wendover							World Book Day
We are excited to let you know
about our new literacy initiatives
in KS3. Reading for pleasure is a
valuable skill for our students to
develop, and fits in nicely to the
“good emotional health” part of
our mission statement. Pupils have
been informed about the benefits
of reading by their teachers, and had lots of encouragement to take
part.
We have a number of literacy displays across the school, including
staff sharing their favourite books. There are some great recommendations and have led to some interesting discussions about
reading and literature. Literacy activities are also appearing in
more and more lessons.
We’ve also introduced DEAR Time for year 7,8 and 9 pupils. Drop
Everything And Read gives the students’ the opportunity to read
every single day. The class teachers set the schedule for DEAR Time
each day and pupils are responding to this really well. It means
that each week all pupils in KS3 will have read for at least 75 minutes. This will ultimately have a massive impact on their results in
all subjects across the curriculum.
Could we ask that parents of our KS3 students help support this by
encouraging students to read at home.

The staff and students had a
lot of fun taking part in World
Book day on 1st March. We
had many great costumes and
the staff and students took
part in writing competitions.
Year 7 and 8 had 100-word
minimum to write a short
story, and Year 9, 10 and staff
had a 500-word minimum. We
had some fantastic entries,
but the winners are shown
below:
Staff – Miss Collier
Year 10 – Rico Boza
Year 9 – Paul Doran
Year 8 – Tom Pipe
Year 7 – Harry Jones
Transition phase also took
part in a competition to decorate their classroom doors as
something to do with a favourite book. All classes took
part and we saw some great
designs and some superb
teamwork. The winners were
judged 7AT, and they got to
choose a class reward.
Thanks to all staff and students for supporting the day
and making such a big effort
to get involved with activities
linked to reading.

Turning Futures Around
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7SA - Wendover
In maths, we have worked hard on our fractions this term, and
moved on to units of measure. We have continued to do some practice on our times tables by playing bingo and some fun games on the
computer, and by taking part in World Maths Day.
In English, we have continued with our Ruth Miskin work, and all
students have made good progress. We are completing our Reading
time each day and everyone is really enjoying 15 minutes of quiet
reading time each day. Our very own Harry Jones was awarded a
certificate from Miss Collier for reading the most words in the whole
school, so far this year.
In lifeskills and science we have covered sex education and puberty,
and worked on our social skills and building a healthy lifestyle. We
have enjoyed walks in to Wendover to explore the local area, and
participated in the Burnet News Club Live event. This involved completing activities, watching video clips and engaging in discussion to
make decisions about which manifesto we agreed with. We practised
great listening and debating skills.
We have also enjoyed our residential trip to Kent where the students
amazed us with their bravery and support for each other. Further
trips planned this half term to London for art, and next term to the
mosque and to the Accessible Rivertime Regatta will be exciting.
I cannot finish without telling you about 7SA’s incredible sewing
skills and showing you some pictures of their brilliant puppets. We
certainly learned a little patience along the way too!
Mrs Andrews
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Attendance overall in the Campus...
First and foremost well done to all of the pupils who have had 100%
attendance each week and have a chance of winning a £5 Amazon
voucher as a reward! Numbers of pupils attending 100% each week
have been consistently high this year and we want this number to
keep increasing.
As always we know that the more a pupil attends school the better
their chances are of doing well. Students who miss school frequently can fall behind with their work and do less well in exams. Good
attendance shows potential employers that your child is reliable.
Research suggests that students who attend school regularly could
also be at less risk of getting involved in antisocial behaviour or
crime. Below is a table showing how your child’s percentage attendance equates to the amount of school time missed.
Attendance
during one
school year
95%		
90%		
85%		
80%		
75%		
70%		
65%		

Equivalent Days
Days
missed
9 Days		
19 Days		
29 Days		
38 Days		
48 Days		
57 Days		
67 Days		

Equivalent	Equivalent
Weeks		
Lessons
missed		
missed
2 weeks		
54 lessons
4 weeks		
114 lessons
6 weeks		
174 lessons
8 weeks		
228 lessons
10 weeks		
288 lessons
11.5 weeks
342 lessons
13.5 weeks
402 lessons

If you have any concerns about your child’s attendance please contact me as soon as possible so that we can address the concern at the
earliest opportunity.
Safeguarding
Social Media and Mental Health - As you will be aware social media
plays a huge role in most peoples’ lives today but particularly in
young peoples’ lives. There has been research recently to suggest
that as well as the many positive factors the internet and social media can offer, there is also a link between social media and increased
mental health difficulties in young people, in particular poor self-esteem. As parents and carers we face huge challenges every day in
how to parent our young people. One of the most important things
we can do for our children is to talk to them and keep an open line of
communication. Check what sites and apps they are on; ask what it
is about the site or app that they like and ask them to show you how
it works. Take an interest in what they are doing and remind them
about keeping themselves safe online.
Live streaming - has recently been a focus for the NSPCC who have
stressed the fact that there is no ‘pause’ for people to think about
what it is they are sharing. By talking to your children about these
things and asking them questions, you can help them to think about
and question what it is they are doing and how they can keep themselves safe online.

A moment in time – Lastly,
reminding them that the
pictures and images they see
are a split second in time and
might not represent someone’s real life can help them to
stop comparing themselves.
We see many young people
struggling with their own
self-worth and happiness
because they are comparing
themselves to the lives and
images they think others are
leading.
Family Information Session (FIS)
– 26th April 2018
We work closely with other
agencies to provide the best
possible services for our
pupils and hope that by doing
so we can achieve the best
outcomes for our pupils and
their families. Part of this is
running the termly Family
Information Session where
families can meet with other
families from school and with
different agencies to find out
more about their work, how
they might be able to support
them and how to access them.
The last FIS was snowed off,
however we have managed
to re-schedule it for the 26th
April from 10am – 14.30pm.
We would love you to join us.
Please text Carol Sanderson,
Tom Stibbs or inform reception if you are planning to
attend, so that we can ensure
we have enough lunch for
everyone!
If you have ideas about any
agencies or workshops you
think would be useful to hear
from/about please do not hesitate to contact me.
Laura Lower

